Title 24 Compliant P2 Lighting Panel
Customizable lighting panels to meet various Disaggregation requirements

California Title 24 and other Disaggregation Solutions

Siemens has designed an easy to install compact solution with CT Provisions for metering segregated loads within P2 Panels with up to 400A bus in a 20” wide x 7.75” deep Type 1 or NEMA 3R enclosure.

Many advantages can be seen below:

- **Compact CT Provision** - fits in only 3” of unit space.

- **Easy** to group loads as needed.
  - Nearly unlimited configuration design possibilities within P2 size constraints up to 74” high Enclosure.

- **Easy** to Configure and order in COMPAS.
  - Support for multiple CT provisions within one enclosure, plus Feed-thru or Sub-feed capability to monitor more Load groups in a second or third enclosure when needed.

- **Easy** to install split CT’s on bus up to 400A.
  - Same 400A CT’s can be used for bus and line side monitoring, as well as for Feed-thru and sub-feed monitoring. (other SEM3 CT’s available for cable mounting as needed.)

- **Easy** to select and install fronts for Type 1 panels – uses same fronts as standard P2 panels.

www.usa.siemens.com/panelboards
**PANELBOARD NOTES**

**SECTION**: 1 OF 1  
**CATALOG NUMBER**: P2C54ML250ATS  
**ENCLOSURE**: Indoor  
**SYSTEM VOLTAGE**: 208Y/120 3Ø 4W Wye AC  
**IR RATING**: 10 kAIC  
**MAIN BUS**: 250 A  
**BUS MATERIAL**: Aluminum Tin  
**FEED**: Top  
**MOUNTING**: Surface  
**SE LABEL**: No  
**SERIES RATED**: No  
**CONDUIT AREA**: N/A  

*INDICATES POSITIONING NUMBERS TO HELP WITH THE MANUAL PLACEMENT OF BREAKERS ON THE MECHANICAL VIEW*

**PANELBOARD COMPONENTS**

**Main:**  
1 - 250A MAIN LUG  
1-(1) #6-350Kcmil  
**Branches:**  
48 - 20A /1P

**Options:**  
1-7.75” Deep Enclosure  
1-Card Holder-Std Plastic Sleeve  
1-NP Location - Trim  
1-Certification - UL  
1-Std Al/Cu Gnd Connector  
1-CT Provision  
1-Title 24 Compliant
ABBREVIATIONS
'MLO' MAIN LUGS ONLY

PANELBOARD NOTES

SECTION: 1 OF 1
PANEL TYPE: P2
CATALOG NUMBER: P2C54ML250ATS
ENCLOSURE: 1 Indoor
SYSTEM VOLTAGE: 208Y/120 3Ø 4W Wye AC
IR RATING: 10 K AIC
MAIN BUS: 250 A
BUS MATERIAL: Aluminum Tin
FEED: Top
MOUNTING: Surface
SE LABEL: No
SERIES RATED: No
CONDUIT AREA: N/A

*INDICATES POSITIONING NUMBERS TO HELP WITH THE MANUAL PLACEMENT OF BREAKERS ON THE MECHANICAL VIEW

250A
(1)#6-350KCMMIP/PH AND N

CT PROVISION

ABBREVIATIONS
'MLO' MAIN LUGS ONLY
**PANELBOARD NOTES**

Section: 1 of 1
Panel Type: P2
Catalog Number: P2C18JD400ATS
Enclosure: 1 Indoor
System Voltage: 208Y/120 3Ø 4W Wye AC
IR Rating: 10 K AIC
Main Bus: 400 A
Bus Material: Aluminum Tin
Feed: Top
Mounting: Surface
SE Label: No
Series Rated: No
Conduit Area: N/A

*Indicates positioning numbers to help with the manual placement of breakers on the mechanical view.

**PANELBOARD COMPONENTS**

Main:
1 - 400A/3P-JXD2 MAIN BREAKER
1-(2)3/0-500Kcmil Cu/ 4/0-500 Al

Branches:
6 - 15A/1P-BL
6 - 20A/1P-BL
2 - 175A/3P-QJ2

Options:
1-7.75" Deep Enclosure
1-Card Holder-Std Plastic Sleeve
1-NP Location - Trim
1-Certification - UL
1-Std Al/Cu Gnd Connector
3-CT Provision
1-Title 24 Compliant
ABBREVIATIONS

PANELBOARD NOTES

SECTION : 1 OF 1
PANEL TYPE : P2
CATALOG NUMBER : P2C18JD400ATS
ENCLOSURE : 1 Indoor
SYSTEM VOLTAGE : 208Y/120 3Ø 4W Wye AC
IR RATING : 10 K AIC
MAIN BUS : 400 A
BUS MATERIAL : Aluminum Tin
FEED : Top
MOUNTING : Surface
SE LABEL : No
SERIES RATED : No
CONDUIT AREA : N/A

*INDICATES POSITIONING NUMBERS TO HELP WITH THE MANUAL PLACEMENT OF BREAKERS ON THE MECHANICAL VIEW

CT PROVISION

JXD2 400A/3P

BL 15A/1P 1 → 2  BL 15A/1P
BL 15A/1P 3 → 4  BL 15A/1P
BL 15A/1P 5 → 6  BL 15A/1P

CT PROVISION

BL 20A/1P 7 → 8  BL 20A/1P
BL 20A/1P 9 → 10  BL 20A/1P
BL 20A/1P 11 → 12  BL 20A/1P

CT PROVISION

QJ2 175A/3P 13 → 14  QJ2 175A/3P
QJ2 175A/3P 15 → 16  QJ2 175A/3P
QJ2 175A/3P 17 → 18  QJ2 175A/3P

(2) 3/0-500KCMIL CU/ 4/0-500 AL/PH AND N
Siemens P2 with Disaggregation Features

Title 24 interiors are familiar P2 series with up to 400A AL or CU bus material.

- Main Lug Only or Main Breaker Panels
- Multiple CT provisions available.
- Grouping Breakers for load monitoring is easy to configure in COMPAS
- Feed-thru and Sub-feed capability for multiple panels if more circuits are needed
- CT Provisions can be placed as needed within the unit space available including just after the Main.

References

P2 Cut Sheet: PBSS-20302-xxxx

SEM3 Solutions Guide: PDBR-SEM3S-xxxx

SEM3 Data Sheet: RPFL-SEMDS-xxxx

Title 24 Panels use existing series of enclosures.

- 7.75” deep box minimum required.
- 20” or 24” Wide available
- Height of Enclosures available: 26”, 32”, 38”, 44”, 50”, 56”, 62”, 68”, & 74”
- Available in NEMA 1 & NEMA 3R
- Standard P2 accessories can be used
- Compatible with SEM3 series of Controllers and related modules. (use CT # 4LSF0400R only for Bus mounting)
- See P2 Panelboard Cut Sheet or SpeedFax for more details of standard features.

ASHRAE90.1-2013 requirements can be met using SEM3 and Title 24 Panels combined. Avoid the 3rd party CT issues by using approved SEM3 components and CT’s.